
 

BOTTLED (Red, Coca-Cola) by Taiwan Ben - Trick

Taiwan Ben's BOTTLED is the smoothest Cap in Bottle you will ever perform.
The method is DEVIOUS! This is a new concept for the Cap in Bottle effect. It's
very easy to learn and perform. BOTH bottle and cap can be 100% inspected
BEFORE AND AFTER!! Place the cap on the palm of your hand. Quickly bring
the bottle down onto your hand. The cap's now inside the bottle! Miracle!

Bottle and Cap can be (and should be) borrowed!

NO Magnets
NO PK Rings
NO Cuts

Nothing you have seen before.

"Love the method! I wouldn't be surprised to see this in my next Coke
commercial!"
- Justin Flom 

"This is what I've been waiting for, it's the answer to my Cap in Bottle routine...
perfect!!"
- Demian Aditya 

"There are many versions of Cap in Bottle but none are as good and practical as
this version. Must have."
- Patrick Kun 

"Simple and easy to handle, high versatility for any routine." 
- Magus (Japan Illusionist) 

"Definitely the most practical Cap in Bottle to date."
- Hanson Chien 

"This is that 'glitch in the Matrix' moment that will make your audience question
reality. It's an impossible moment that leaves them speechless."
- Eric Jones 
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"The absolute best method I have seen for Cap in Bottle!"
- Patrick Wolford 

"This is the best Cap in Bottle routine I have ever used! I'll be performing this all
the time!"
- Damien O'Brien 

"Forget any cap trick you have used. This Cap in Bottle system is super!!! Totally
different! You can show a new world to the audience!"
- Charming Choi 

Includes: All necessary secret props and detailed tutorial for multiple
performances.

Note: TV rights not included with purchase. Please contact Taiwan Ben Magic for
TV inquiry.
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